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Corporate Transformation

1988

comprises the revised texts of papers presented to a conference

on managing organizational transformations held in 1986 at the

university of pittsburgh

Leadership for Transformation

2011

this expanded and thoroughly updated edition of the popular

anthology assembles the best book excerpts articles and reports

that define and drive the field of educational leadership today filled

with critical insights from respected authors education researchers

and expert practitioners this comprehensive volume features twenty

six chapters in six primary areas of interest principles of leadership

moral leadership culture and change standards and systems

diversity and leadership and the future of leadership
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The Jossey-Bass Reader on Educational

Leadership

2012-06-14

the jossey bass reader on contemporary issues in adult education

with contributions from leading experts in the field the jossey bass

reader on contemporary issues in adult education collects in one

volume the best previously published literature on the issues and

trends affecting adult education today the volume includes

influential pieces from foundational authors in the profession such

as eduard c lindeman alain locke and paulo freire as well as

current work from authors around the world including laura l

bierema john m dirkx cecilia amaluisa fiallos peter jarvis michael

newman and shirley walters in five sections the book s thirty

chapters delve into a wide range of compelling topics including

social justice democracy and activism diversity and marginalization

human resource development lifelong learning ethical issues the

meaning and role of emotions globalization and non western

perspectives the role of mass media popular culture and social

learning technology health welfare and environment each piece is
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framed within its larger context by the editors and each section is

accompanied by helpful reflection and discussion questions

The Jossey-Bass Reader on Contemporary

Issues in Adult Education

2011-02-23

sure to become the definitive guide for leaders facing the

challenges of rapid enterprise wide transformation this book is the

first detailed release of robert h miles s proven accelerated

corporate transformation process the act method many books on

corporate transformation exist often focusing on leadership styles

and stories this business manual goes further and deeper providing

frameworks tools and templates to show what when and how a

leader of enterprise wide transformation should pace an

organization through the essential transformation phases of launch

cascade and execute the act approach is leader led at all levels it

rapidly engages all employees and has reliably generated rapid

breakthrough results across a wide variety of executive leaders

organizational types and transformation challenges complemented
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by an optional online course this guide will be an indispensable

resource for anyone leading or supporting a rapid transformation in

their organization line managers strategy consultants learning and

development professionals human resources managers and

anyone interested in the inner workings of top leadership circles

will appreciate the insights this book provides the guide is also

available as an online course transformation leader s guide the

online course

Transformation Leader’s Guide

2022-06-06

本書は ビジネス環境の変化を背景に 予測不能なパラドクシカルな状況で行われる企業

組織の存続を賭けた変革行動に焦点を当て 組織変革のロジックとプロセスを組織に内在

するパラドックスとの関わりで論じ解明したものである

The Organizational Life Cycle

1981

this monograph aims to uncover value belief systems underlying

dominant narratives in modern ihes impacting the lives of many
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multidimensional adult learners to do so eurocentrism and

neoliberalism are used to analyze the socio cultural political

movements of the u s and its influence on higher education trends

then models of adult consciousness and transformative approaches

to adult learning are introduced to problematize dominant

narratives and make the case for more complex epistemologies

with critical contemplation acts of compassion for interdependence

self compassion for intentionality authentic relationships for political

consciousness listening for non duality and mindfulness for

impermanence calm are introduced as ways to emphasize self

transformation and self actualization calm practice is just one way

to join others in the social justice work of wholeness and humanity

to better support multidimensional adult learners along with this

understanding comes the potential to disrupt dominant narratives

with a moral stance honoring innate human value and the diverse

human condition the future of institutions of higher education must

be guided by a moral position in the name of healing and wellness

together we can transform higher education so that institutions are

a place where adult learners create the conditions of freedom to

actualize the right to self worth the liberty to connect with others

and the pursuit of personal fulfillment honoring this nations guiding
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principles of life liberty and happiness

組織変革とパラドックス

1999-03-25

this book deals with the issue of how travel and tourism if

developed in a proper form can contribute to human transformation

growth and development and change human behaviour and our

relationship with the world the volume investigates the experiences

offered by travel and tourism that can change travellers as human

beings and their relationships and interactions with natural socio

cultural economic political and technological environments the book

has been published in two volumes this first volume focuses on the

tourist perspective and the tourist self it consists of 16 chapters

covering different types of tourism including wellness retreat

religious and spiritual tourism extreme sports backpacking and

cultural tourism wwoofing and ecotourism and volunteer and

educational tourism this book is primarily intended for tourism

students and tourism programmes in business and non business

schools however it could also appeal to students academics and

professionals from disciplines that deal with human development
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and behavioural changes

Higher Education for the People

2022-07-01

this edited volume sets the groundwork for a dialogue between

transformative learning and continental theories of bildung in

adulthood both theoretical frameworks bring meaning to the

complex learning process of individuals as they develop a more

critical worldview in this volume a variety of authors from different

countries and theoretical backgrounds offer new understandings

about bildung and transformative learning through discussion of

theoretical analyses educational practices and empirical research

as a result readers gain greater insight into these theories and

related implications for teaching for change from the various

chapters an exciting relationship between both theories begins to

emerge and provides impetus for greater discussion and further

research about two important theories of change in the field of

adult education div
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Transformational Tourism

2013

as individuals and societies try to respond to fundamental

economic and social transformation the field of adult learning and

education is rapidly getting increased attention and new topics for

research on adult learning have emerged this collection of articles

from the international encyclopedia of education 3e offers

practitioners and researchers in the area of adult learning and

education a comprehensive summary of main developments in the

field the 45 articles provide insight into the historical development

of the field its conceptual controversies domains and provision

perspectives on adult learning instruction and program planning

outcomes relationship to economy and society and its status as a

field of scholarly study and practice saves researchers time in

summarizing in one place what is otherwise an interdisciplinary

field in cognitive psychology personality sociology and education

level of presentation focuses on critical research leaving out the

extraneous and focusing on need to know information contains

contributions from top international researchers in the field makes
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mrw content affordable to individual researchers

Transformative Learning Meets Bildung

2017-01-28

supervision provides a positive space for compassion inquiry

reflection and above all development the chapters in this book are

written from a wide range of perspectives all of which take a

practical approach to supervision and show how transformative it

can be when approached in the right way contributions range from

explorations of supervision as a journey of life long learning and its

place at the heart of practice to chapters on faith transformation

dealing with feelings and working with asylum seekers and

refugees the multidisciplinary approach covers much ground not

previously touched upon and every contribution demonstrates just

how powerful and transformational passionate supervision has the

potential to be this book will be an invaluable resource for anyone

working in the helping professions for whom supervision is an

integral part of their work
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Adult Learning and Education

2011-01-07

expanding transformation theory offers a deeper understanding of

the philosophy principles and major components of transformation

theory which was developed by jack mezirow it provides a

thorough comprehension of the affinities of the theory with other

emancipatory theoretical views and provides the readers with an

expanded insight of the core theoretical framework that will support

their research and educational practice the book juxtaposes

mezirow s perspective with those of ten major emancipatory

educationalists dewey freire gould marsick socrates kegan greene

argyris illeris and jarvis respectively who all share the idea of

learning with the aim of changing problematic perceptions and

behaviours such issues as convergences and divergences among

the theoretical perspectives as well as the impact of the theoretical

ideas that mezirow incorporated in his work are addressed the

work of mezirow is further reviewed in order to pinpoint the

dimensions which appear to have been confirmed and endure over

time and in turn those that seem to need expansion or even
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revision this book will be of great interest to researchers academics

students and adult educators who are interested in transformative

learning theory and emancipatory education

Supervision as Transformation

2011-08-15

the third edition of patricia cranton s understanding and promoting

transformative learning brings a wealth of new insight from the

tremendous growth in the field during the decade since the

previous edition as in the previous editions the book helps adult

educators understand what transformative learning is distinguish it

from other forms of learning and foster it in their practice the first

part of the book is dedicated to clarifying transformative learning

theory and relating it to other theoretical frameworks the author

examines transformative learning from the learner s perspective

and discusses individual differences in how learners go through the

process in the second half of the book the focus is squarely on

strategies for promoting transformative learning in a wide variety of

adult and higher education contexts practitioners will be able to

take ideas from the text and apply them directly in their teaching
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since 1975 transformative learning has become a core theoretical

perspective in adult and higher education and research has

proliferated in the past decade adult education and especially

transformative learning grew into a noticeably larger field the

numbers of undergraduate and graduate programs in adult

education have increased and continue to increase as more and

more individuals are seeking the expertise skills and training

necessary to work with adult learners in higher education business

industry government health professions non profit organizations

and community development in addition the number of programs in

higher education both undergraduate and graduate that include

courses in transformative learning has grown dramatically these

academic audiences use the book to further their understanding of

transformative learning theory and practice drawing on the latest

research as well as the author s own teaching experience in both

online and face to face courses this new edition will be a vital

resource for members of the transformative learning community as

well as those encountering the topic for the first time
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The Change Leader's Roadmap

2001

the handbook of transformative learning the leading resource for

the field this handbook provides a comprehensive and critical

review of more than three decades of theory development research

and practice in transformative learning the starting place for

understanding and fostering transformative learning as well as

diving deeper the volume distinguishes transformative learning from

other forms of learning explores future perspectives and is

designed for scholars students and practitioners praise for the

handbook of transformative learning this book will be of inestimable

value to students and scholars of learning irrespective of whether

or not their emphasis is on transformative learning it should find its

way to the reference bookshelves of every academic library

focusing on education teaching learning or the care professions

peter jarvis professor of continuing education university of surrey

can there be a coherent theory of transformative learning perhaps

this handbook goes a long way to answering this question by

offering a kaleidoscope of perspectives including non western that
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consider the meaning and practice of transformative learning

shauna butterwick associate professor university of british columbia

this handbook will be valuable and accessible to both scholars and

practitioners who are new to the study of adult education and

transformative learning and to more seasoned scholars who seek a

sophisticated analysis of the state of transformative learning thirty

years after mezirow first shared his version of a then fledgling

theory of adult learning jovita ross gordon professor and program

coordinator ma in adult education texas state university

Expanding Transformation Theory

2020-04-07

explores the concept of spiritual transformation through the lenses

of theology and psychology

Understanding and Promoting Transformative

Learning

2023-07-03
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this is the third edition of the bestselling nonprofit management

reference and text called the big green book based on updated

research theory and experience this comprehensive edition offers

practical advice on managing nonprofit organizations and

addresses key aspects such as board development strategic

planning lobbying marketing fundraising volunteer management

financial management risk management and compensation and

benefits new chapters cover developments in such areas as social

entrepreneurship financial leadership and capital structure

accountability and transparency and the changing political legal

climate it includes an instructor s manual

The Handbook of Transformative Learning

2012-05-29

solidly grounded in theory and research but concise and practice

oriented adult learning linking theory and practice is perfect for

master s level students and practitioners alike sharan merriam and

laura bierema have infused each chapter with practical applications

for instruction which will help readers personally relate to the

material the contents covers adult learning in today s world
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traditional learning theories andragogy self directed learning

transformative learning experience and learning body and spirit in

learning motivation and learning the brain and cognitive functioning

adult learning in the digital age critical thinking and critical

perspectives culture and context discussion questions and activities

for reflection are included at the end of each chapter

Transforming Spirituality

2006-06

events in the post cold war era have challenged the notions of

realism and realpolitik with an upsurge in intrastate conflicts

involving other actors than just the state during this period the

international community has witnessed the limitations of the tenets

of realism for addressing disastrous civil wars or ethno political

conflicts internal to the states largely because of this and alongside

the emerging field of conflict resolution in western countries

transitional conflict resolution mechanisms emerged with

characteristic multi track diplomacy orientations for solving national

problems within african countries by the end of the 1980s and early

1990s several african countries including south africa burundi and
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sierra leone resorted to either a truth and reconciliation commission

or an international tribunal to handle violence and restore peace

and justice in the same period other african countries opted for

what was called national conference to solve their national

problems and transform conflict into an opportunity for structural

change in february 1990 the republic of benin a small nation state

in west africa achieved peace through a national conference the

national conference in benin was a national gathering for crisis

resolution through social debates on critical issues facing the

nation and political decision making for constructive changes as a

pioneer benin led the political change movement of the national

conference and was later followed by eight other african countries

namely chad congo brazzaville gabon mali niger togo the central

african republic and the former zaire now known as the democratic

republic of congo to date most of the existing literature on the

subject explores the phenomenon of national conference as

something of a prelude to political transition to multipartyism and

democracy part of the literature depicts the national conference as

a civil coup d etat and recommends its institutionalization as a

system for democratic transitions this book takes a different

approach by conceptualizing the national conference phenomenon
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as a multi track diplomacy tool or as a process for conflict

transformation and peacemaking building upon theories of conflict

and conflict resolution the author analyzes the national conference

as a unique diplomatic approach to transforming national crisis

which expands the scope of strategies for peacemaking

The Jossey-Bass Handbook of Nonprofit

Leadership and Management

2010-10-01

transformative change does not occur as the result of any one

action by any one person and is the result of many acts large and

small carried out by many individuals in many locales what are

those acts who are the actors what is the process of leadership for

transformation and where and how does the process occur the

writings in this volume represent theories or philosophies and

worldviews of transformation as well as practices or applications of

transformation through discussions of artistry and science

qualitative and quantitative thinking and the leader transforming self

to leaders for transformation interspersed throughout the chapters
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are five reflections by mark nepo leadership for transformation will

prove to be an invaluable resource for anyone with a professional

interest in leadership leadership for transformation includes

contributions from tom beech richard bergeon anne berre john

blenkinsopp juana bordas skye burn jay gordon cone dennis arthur

conners phyllis a duncan caroline fu mark green tim harle laura m

harrison michael jonesprasad kaipa karen j lokkesmoe james m

mohr mark nepo michael i poutiatine charles salter charles torti

eliane ubalijoro gilda warden rick warm

Adult Learning

2013-10-21

ebes conferences have been intellectual hub for academic

discussion in economics finance and business fields and provide

network opportunities for participants to make long lasting

academic cooperation this is the 21st issue of the eurasian studies

in business and economics ebes s official proceeding series which

includes selected papers from the 34rd ebes conference athens

due to the covid 19 the conference presentation mode has been

switched to online virtual presentation only in the conference 148
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papers by 296 colleagues from 40 countries were presented both

theoretical and empirical papers in this volume cover diverse areas

of business economics and finance from many different regions

therefore it provides a great opportunity to colleagues professionals

and students to catch up with the most recent studies in different

fields and empirical findings on many countries and regions

National Conference as a Strategy for

Conflict Transformation and Peacemaking

2008-03-30

this issue explores the growing field of adult degree programs

andconsiders the theoretical underpinnings of such programs

andhands on issues as curriculum faculty marketing technology

financing and accreditation all with a goal of informing

andequipping both scholars and practitioners more and more adults

who have been out of school for many yearshave turned to

colleges and universities to complete undergraduateand graduate

degrees that will make them competitive in theworkforce fulfill a

professional requirement or enrich themintellectually higher
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education institutions and many privateorganizations have

responded to this demand by creating innovativedegree programs

aimed specifically at mature learners students whowant to self

design their educational programs and do not hesitateto change

institutions if they believe their needs are not beingmet this

explosive growth in adult degree programs is largely theresult of

distance education technologies and the internet othersignificant

factors include the potential such programs have forproviding

additional revenue streams for institutions the fiercecompetition

from the private sector and other higher educationinstitutions and

the rising interest in interdisciplinaryprograms this is the 103rd

volume of the jossey bass quarterly reportseries new directions for

adult and continuingeducation

Leadership for Transformation

2011

this comprehensive handbook synthesizes the best current

knowledge on teacher professional development pd and addresses

practical issues in implementation leading authorities describe

innovative practices that are being used in schools emphasizing
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the value of pd that is instructive reflective active collaborative and

substantive strategies for creating measuring and sustaining

successful programs are presented the book explores the

relationship of pd to adult learning theory school leadership district

and state policy the growth of professional learning communities

and the common core state standards each chapter concludes with

thought provoking discussion questions the appendix provides eight

illuminating case studies of pd initiatives in diverse schools

Eurasian Business and Economics

Perspectives

2022-03-28

explores conflict through the lens of integral theory and provides a

case study where integral conflict resolution techniques are

highlighted this book explores conflict through the discerning lens

of integral theory applying ken wilber s aqal model to a real life

case study the river conflict coauthor richard j mcguigan was a

mediator in this ongoing dispute over fishing rights on the fraser

river in british columbia a situation where commercial recreational
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and first nations fishing interests clashed voices of the various

stakeholders are featured prominently giving a vivid sense of a

seemingly intractable situation mcguigan and nancy popp set the

stage for their integral analysis of the river conflict then move

expertly through four chapters aimed at understanding the conflict

from the four dimensions of human experience individual collective

interior and exterior the result is a powerful picture of just how

integral conflict is this quadrant by quadrant analysis is well

punctuated by sidebar observations insights and tips for conflict

practitioners or students giving readers new to integral theory

additional support in understanding and applying the aqal model to

their work

Developing and Delivering Adult Degree

Programs

2014-02-25

as the 21st century has seen lifelong learning has become more

important as many countries have emerged into learning societies

with these learning societies adult and community education along
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with new technologies play a major role in shaping and reshaping

their economic political and cultural realities handbook of research

on technologies for improving the 21st century workforce tools for

lifelong learning addresses how technologies impact the

combination of workforce education and adult learning this

comprehensive collection of research from leading authorities and

front line faculty seeks to equip adult learners employees with the

right knowledge and skills to continue to contribute to the economy

given the importance of the essential role of technologies

Handbook of Professional Development in

Education

2015-10-13

this book examines the role of psychology in informing adult

education practice it acknowledges the psychological dimension of

adult education work and explores this dimension in the context of

the concerns of adult educators the approach is to examine the

most important traditions of some key psychological theories and to

discuss the issues and problems in applying them to an
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understanding of adult learning and development the text is ideally

suited for those who seek a critical understanding of psychological

theory and research from the perspective of the adult educator

Integral Conflict

2016-04-22

schedule constraints and other complicating factors can make face

to face educational methods inadequate to the needs of learners

thus blended learning has emerged as a compromise that

reconciles the need for high tech and high touch learning and

teaching interactions transcultural blended learning and teaching in

postsecondary education educates readers across nations and

cultures and strengthens their understanding of theories models

research applications best practices and emerging issues related to

blended learning and teaching through a holistic and transcultural

perspective this research volume serves as a valued resource for

faculty administrators and leaders in postsecondary institutions to

plan develop implement and evaluate blended learning programs

and courses it also provides researchers with the latest research in

transcultural blended learning and teaching theories findings best
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practices and emerging trends

Handbook of Research on Technologies for

Improving the 21st Century Workforce:

Tools for Lifelong Learning

2012-10-31

the similarities between the united states and south africa with

respect to race power oppression and economic inequities are

striking and a better understanding of these parallels can provide

educational gains for students and educators in both countries

through shared experiences and perspectives this volume presents

scholarly work from u s and south african scholars that advance

educational practice in support of social justice and transformative

learning it provides a comprehensive framework for developing

transformational learning experiences that facilitates leadership for

social justice and a deeper understanding of the factors influencing

personal national and global identity
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Psychology and Adult Learning

1997

this volume introduces pedagogical approaches and empirical

studies that emphasize deeper embodied engagement with

language the transformative potential of the language learning

experience and the importance of learner and teacher well being a

deep learning orientation sees foreign language learning not as a

psychologically neutral process of internalising linguistic rules but

as an embodied process that is intimately tied to learners

experience of self including emotion body states metaphoric

understanding aesthetic sensibilities and moral intuitions this

volume challenges language teachers and teacher trainers to move

beyond instrumentalist views of language learning to recognise the

deeply impactful nature of the language learning experience and to

consider how language pedagogy can contribute to the

development of the learner as a whole person chapters in this

volume consider the enactment of deep learning from diverse

theoretical perspectives including positive psychology embodied

cognition cognitive linguistics motivational theory literary theory and
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moral psychology the volume provides language teachers teacher

trainers and applied linguists with concrete insights into the

multidisciplinary foundations of conceptualizing planning and

implementing deep learning in language classrooms

Transcultural Blended Learning and Teaching

in Postsecondary Education

2012-08-31

today s ever changing learning environment is characterized by the

fast pace of technology that drives our society to move forward and

causes our knowledge to increase at an exponential rate the need

for in depth research that is bound to generate new knowledge

about curriculum and program development is becoming ever more

relevant andragogical and pedagogical methods for curriculum and

program development offers an in depth description of key terms

and concepts related to curriculum and program development for

both faculty and students as well as program designers

instructional program developers trainers and librarians
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Social Justice and Transformative Learning

2016-03-10

note this product is printed when you order it when you include this

product your order will take 5 7 additional days to ship this

complete and comprehensive resource for teachers new and

experienced alike offers a big picture look at the goals of jewish

education

Transformation, Embodiment, and Wellbeing

in Foreign Language Pedagogy

2022-12-15

provides an authoritative reference collection on leading

international insights into the integration of technology tools and

applications with adult and vocational instruction

Andragogical and Pedagogical Methods for
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Curriculum and Program Development

2014-03-31

adult development and learning have always existed as two

separate fields of study with development falling under psychology

and learning under education recent advances in theory research

and practice however have made it clear that an important

reciprocal relationship exists between them advances in

development frequently lead to learning and conversely learning

quite often fuels development the synchronicity between

development and learning is responsible for positive changes in

many capacities including insight intelligence reflective and meta

cognition personality expression interpersonal competence and self

efficacy this synchronicity is also leading to the growth of a new

discipline at the borders of adult development and learning the

handbook of adult development and learning is the first to bring

together the leading scholars from both adult development and

learning to explore what will form the foundation for this new

discipline the latest research at the intersection of these fields it

examines six major aspects of their intersection foundations key
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areas of integration the self system higher reaches of development

and learning essential contexts and specific applications an

introductory chapter explains why it is so important to recognize

and fuel the growth of this new discipline subsequent chapters

review the latest theoretical and empirical literature and provide a

rich itinerary for future research this handbook is a must read for all

who promote optimal aging it will be an invaluable reference for

scholars in development and education as well as rich resource for

policy makers and practitioners such as corporate executives and

human resource personnel

The Ultimate Jewish Teacher's Handbook

2003

this edited volume brings together conceptual and empirical work

from various professional fields to inform a perspective on

mentoring that goes beyond what is needed for today and orients

toward what is needed for the future in order to promote healthy

and productive organizations this perspective is important because

the pace of change in organizations is rapid and increasingly so

under conditions of rapid and on going change employees students
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and colleagues all are learners and the learning needs of these

adults demand meaningful and focused strategies for professional

development a major strategy with demonstrated value for fostering

learning among adults is mentoring which contributes both

relational and structural support for such learning this support helps

organizations build communities of practice in which colleagues

alternate the role of mentor and mentee by sharing different types

of expertise and different perspectives on organizational challenges

chapters within the book focus on theoretical perspectives on

mentoring the connection between change and mentoring the

character of the leadership that mentoring entails the

developmental processes that mentees experience the

transformation of the mentee as a result of mentoring the value of

matching mentor and mentee styles and the role of mentoring in

organizational team building furthermore some chapters explore the

similarities and differences in individual versus group mentoring

and some of the contributions elaborate linkages among mentoring

concepts and those used in related practices such as coaching and

distributed leadership
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Handbook of Research on E-Learning

Applications for Career and Technical

Education: Technologies for Vocational

Training

2009-05-31

as individuals progress through each stage of life they continue to

learn and grow intellectually however what may be a conducive

learning environment for a child may not be as effective for an

adult creating a need to understand how to aid adults in being

successful learners in their later life multicultural andragogy for

transformative learning provides a diverse collection of positions

related to adult learning the book touches on a variety of topics

including autonomous learning as a transformative experience

mixing cultures through intercultural methodology and integrating

cultural perspectives into organizational learning as a publication

with a focus on andragogy this proves a useful resource for

academicians higher education administrators and educators who

teach both traditional and non traditional students in higher
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education

Handbook of Adult Development and

Learning

2006-03-30

dr todaro franceschi calls us to look with open eyes open hearts

and open minds at the good the bad the ugly and the ugliest in

health care so that together we can cultivate a healthcare world in

which compassion prevails and our shared humanity is embraced it

is up to all of us to hold and safeguard each other in this sacred

work dr todaro franceschi helps us in this mission through this

extraordinary book mary koloroutis rn msn ceo creative health care

management minneapolis minnesota co creator of the relationship

based care model in this second edition of her seminal text dr

todaro franceschi offers new insights on professional quality of life

incorporating current practice research literature and examples to

show how contentment and happiness of the nursing workforce is

related to quality of care the book provides practical strategies for

dealing with a myriad of issues including compassion fatigue
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burnout moral distress caring for the dying ptsd and workplace

violence this resource will help empower nurses so they can create

a more compassionate work environment written by an

acknowledged expert in end of life education professional quality of

life and clinical leadership the text addresses the complex nature of

well being in the nursing workforce supported by research but

written from a holistic and personal perspective the text includes

case studies and exercises that will help the reader to identify

negative patterns and explore ways to find purpose in one s life

new to the second edition expanded emphasis on how workforce

well being contributes to care quality updated resources and

information on national nursing initiatives related to professional

quality of life new chapter on workplace violence incivility bullying

and mobbing new chapter on education related to improving pqol

and work environment provides a nurse leaders resource toolkit to

guide staff education key features articulates an ethic of care

developed from a transdisciplinary perspective increases nurse

awareness of issues that might be hindering their pqol provides

strategies for enhancing staff contentment and productivity thereby

promoting a healthy work environment includes real life examples

from critical care end of life care hospice oncology and more
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assists nurses with grief healing

Mentoring for the Professions

2014-10-01

rapid environmental change calls for individuals and societies with

an ability to transform our interactions with each other and the

ecosystems upon which we depend adaptive capacity the ability of

a social ecological system or the components of that system to be

robust to disturbances and capable of responding to changes is

increasingly recognized as a critical attribute of multi level

environmental governance this unique volume offers the first

interdisciplinary and integrative perspective on an emerging area of

applied scholarship with contributions from internationally

recognized researchers and practitioners it demonstrates how

adaptive capacity makes environmental governance possible in

complex social ecological systems cutting edge theoretical

developments are explored and empirical case studies offered from

a wide range of geographic settings and natural resource contexts

such as water climate fisheries and forestry of interest to

researchers policymakers and resource managers seeking to
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navigate and understand social ecological change in diverse

geographic settings and resource contexts

Multicultural Andragogy for Transformative

Learning

2018-07-06

the second edition of theoretical frameworks in qualitative research

by vincent a anfara jr and norma t mertz brings together some of

today s leading qualitative researchers to discuss the frameworks

behind their published qualitative studies they share how they

found and chose a theoretical framework from what discipline the

framework was drawn what the framework posits and how it

influenced their study both novice and experienced qualitative

researchers are able to learn first hand from various contributors as

they reflect on the process and decisions involved in completing

their study the book also provides background for beginning

researchers about the nature of theoretical frameworks and their

importance in qualitative research about differences in perspective

about the role of theoretical frameworks and about how to find and
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use a theoretical framework

Compassion Fatigue and Burnout in Nursing,

Second Edition

2019-03-18

using a new model focused on four core capacities intellectual

complexity social location empathetic accountability and motivated

action teaching civic engagement explores the significance of

religious studies in fostering a vibrant just and democratic civic

order in the first section of the book contributors detail this

theoretical model and offer an initial application to the sources and

methods that already define much teaching in the disciplines of

religious studies and theology a second section offers chapters

focused on specific strategies for teaching civic engagement in

religion classrooms including traditional textual studies reflective

writing community based learning field trips media analysis

ethnographic methods direct community engagement and a

reflective practice of ascetic withdrawal the final section of the

volume explores theoretical issues including the delimitation of the
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civic as a category connections between local and global in the

civic project the question of political advocacy in the classroom and

the role of normative commitments collectively these chapters

illustrate the real possibility of connecting the scholarly study of

religion with the societies in which we our students and our

institutions exist the contributing authors model new ways of

engaging questions of civic belonging and social activism in the

religion classroom belying the stereotype of the ivory tower

intellectual

Adaptive Capacity and Environmental

Governance

2014-07-08

Theoretical Frameworks in Qualitative

Research

2014-10-30
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Teaching Civic Engagement

2017-08
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